tures of vascular branching and their connection to biological function 4, 8 . Here we classify diverse branching networks-mouse lung, human head and torso, angiosperm plants, and gymnosperm plants [9] [10] [11] [12] -by harnessing recent advances in medical imaging, algorithms and software for extracting vascular data 11 , theory for resource-distribution networks 12, 13 , and machine-learning 14, 15 . Specifically, we apply standard machine-learning techniques to a variety of feature spaces. These spaces include the untransformed raw data for vessel radii and lengths as well as spaces predicted to be the most biologically informative 13 . Our results show that our theoretically-informed feature spaces-especially those that determine blood flow rate-combined with Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) 14, 15 are best at distinguishing networks. Our categorization of networks enhances the mapping between biologic function-such as the dependence of metabolic rate on body mass-to vascular branching traits among organisms and organs. We accomplish this by analyzing how variation in metabolic scaling exponents-around the canonical value of 3/4 [16] [17] [18] -arises despite differences in vascular traits. Our results reveal how network categorization and variation in metabolic scaling are both heavily determined by scaling ratios of vessel radii-changes and asymmetries across branching generations-that strongly constrain rates of fluid flow. These linkages will improve understanding of evolutionary convergence across plants and animals while also potentially aiding prognosis and treatment of vascular pathologies and other diseased states.
It is a great challenge to decipher which features of biological branching networks are shared, which are different, and when these differences matter 8, 19 . For instance, branching in plant and animal networks exhibit strikingly similar features despite profound physiological and environmental differences (e.g., carbon dioxide and sap versus oxygen and blood, mobile versus stationary organisms, heart and pulsatile flow versus smooth flow) 9, 11, 12, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Similarly, differences in loopiness and "noisiness" are well documented between vascular branching in tumors or stroke-damaged tissue versus healthy tissue 6, 26 . The shared branching features are argued to lead to functional convergence in plant and animal networks via biological rates despite the notable physiological differences just listed [16] [17] [18] . Yet, the extent of shared versus distinct branching features has not been systematically and quantitatively analyzed across plants and animals in the same study. Consequently, there is a need to understand the forces that shape the full spectrum of form and function in branching networks ( Figure 1a ).
With recent advances in automated methods of image analysis developed by us and others 11, 20, 27 , increasing amounts of data are becoming available to tackle these problems. The tools that are missing are efficient and accurate algorithms for categorizing branching across whole networks and different organisms. In this paper we apply machine-learning methods to theoretically-informed feature spaces to leverage all available information and technology to achieve these goals.
In this paper we analyze the largest-ever compilation of branching network data. We collected these data over the last decade for both mammalian cardiovascular systems and plant architecture in both angiosperms and gymnosperms. The mammalian networks are the major arterial branching junctions of the human head and torso (HHT) for 18 adult individuals (H. sapiens) 11 , and the full branching of one wild-type adult mouse lung (M. musculus) 12 . The plant networks consist of: 1. whole, above-ground, adult trees for one Balsa (O. pyramidale), one Piñon (P. edulis), and five Ponderosa pines (P. ponderosa) 9 , 2. an array of angiosperm root clusters belonging to Andean tropical montane cloud forests 10 , and 3. a collection of 50 cm long clippings of the terminal ends of canopy branches from three species each of angiosperms and gymnosperms comprised of Maple (A. grandidentatum), Scrub Oak (Q. gambelii), Robinia (R. neomexicana), White Fir (A. concolor), Douglas Fir (P. menziesii), and White Pine (P. strobiformis). Tree measurements are of the external branching structures (limbs), not the xylem that are directly responsible for water transport. Scaling relationships for the external limbs directly determine similar relationships for the internal xylem based on previous empirical studies 28, 29 and established branching theory 25, 30 , thus enabling comparisons of plant and animal networks for the structure, flow, and function in the present study 9, 27, 31 .
To search for patterns, machine-learning is often applied to the full set of untransformed raw data. These raw data thus represent one feature space, yet there are always infinitely more choices of feature spaces based on specific combinations, subsets, mathematical operations (e.g., logarithms or ratios), or other transformations of the raw data. Informed choices of feature space hold the promise of greatly improving the convergence time, accuracy, and inference of machinelearning algorithms. Here we show how crucial this choice can be and the role theory plays in its selection.
The default choice for feature spaces for our networks would be the raw data-all vessel radii and lengths for branching networks. However, theory grounded in evolution, biology, and physics predicts that the parent-to-child ratios of radii and length-along with associated scaling exponents throughout the networks 24, 25 -encapsulate the most biologically-informative properties because they are directly tied to organismic function. Specifically, numerous models tie these ratios to the ability of branching networks to efficiently fill space and to deliver resources 13, 22, 24, 25, 30 .
We use recent theory developed by some of us (Brummer, et al. (ref. 10) ) for the asymmetric branching patterns that are pervasive throughout our data. In this theory the two sibling vessels (labelled c1 and c2, Figure 1b -c) and the parent vessel (labelled p) are combined to give two radial scale factors β 1 = r c1 /r p and β 2 = r c2 /r p and two length scale factors γ 1 = l c1 /l p and γ 2 = l c2 /l p .
Thus the average radial and length scale factors arē
To capture asymmetry the difference radial and length scale factors are
Corresponding constraint equations for area-preserving and space-filling branching-used in canonical models-are
If aspects of blood flow primarily determine differences in the formation and evolution of branching architecture, the scale factors involving vessel radius are expected to be most informative. This is because branching theory and empirical evidence show that changes in these radial scale factors most strongly determine resistance to blood flow, speed of blood flow, and energy loss. In contrast, if the space-filling constraints and body plan of the organism primarily determine differences in branching architecture, the scale factors for vessel lengths should best discriminate.
Moreover, variation in average scale factors versus difference scale factors might reflect specific types of selective pressures.
We generate distributions of our data for combinations of the raw radius and length measurements and of the scale factors (β 1 , β 2 , γ 1 , γ 2 ,β,γ, ∆β, ∆γ) for the combined mammal and plant networks. We then use an array of standard machine-learning techniques to categorize our network data 32, 33 . We test support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression (LR), and kernel density esti- We find that the combination of the KDE method and the radial average and difference scale factors for radius (β, ∆β) are the most effective for classifying branching network data ( Figure   1d and e). This finding strongly suggests that hydrodynamic principles are the primary drivers of branching patterns and overall network form. In particular, the KDE method exhibits greater sensitivity to distinguish plant networks, while the SVM and LR methods are more sensitive to distinguish mammal networks ( Figure 1f ). This is likely due to the fact that the KDE method excels at resolving multimodality 15 that characterizes the radial scale factors for the plant dataset (Figures 1d and 2a) . Since the distribution means are approximately equivalent, the SVM and LR methods are strongly influenced by outliers and the higher moments comprising the mammal dataset (Figures 1e and 2a) 33 .
Interpreting the KDE results ( Figure 2 ) we see that mammalian branching exhibits more areaincreasing branching than plants. Area-increasing branching is necessary to slow blood flow as it travels from the heart to the capillaries and transitions from pulsing to smooth flow, a phenomenon Table 1 ). This suggests that transitions in blood flow type from pulsing to smooth may occur across a greater range of branching generations, and begin nearer to the heart, than in current theory 17, 22 .
The majority of plant networks adhere to area-preservation while exhibiting a greater tendency than mammals to branch asymmetrically (specifically the Balsa, Piñon, Ponderosas, and GS Tips, Figure 2a and b). This asymmetry could arise from light-seeking behavior, self-and wind-induced pruning, and gap-filling 21, 31 .
We find that differentiation within mammals and plants is driven by the species level (Figure 2c and Extended Data Table 1 ) unrelated to plant categorization as angiosperm or gymnosperm.
This suggests the potential for high-resolution architectural-based categorization of plant taxonomy For example, the Balsa is the only species present in two regions (I and III in Figure 2c ). Thus, the Balsa consists of two unique branching motifs that distinguish it from GS Tips, Piñon, and Roots that each have large relative abundances in only one region. Such motif identification can be coupled to known mechanism. The branching motif of the roots in the contour for cross-sectional area decrease may be associated with (i) an abundance of fine absorbing roots that have yet to undergo any secondary growth, or (ii) the fact that the direction of the flow of water in roots is opposite to the above-ground networks 34 .
Connecting length-based categorization to mechanism-the space-filling constraint (Eq. 4)-remains a challenge. The combination of the KDE method and length scale factor feature space (γ, ∆γ) identified only one region of significance. In this region differentiation is driven by the plants, specifically the Piñon and Roots ( Figure 3 and Extended Data Table 2 ). The inability of the length scale factors to inform classification between networks suggests either of two extremes-a universal architecture or completely random architecture that is being followed by both the mammals and plants 12 . This result is unlike the radial scaling that is strongly coupled to hydraulics. Current theory suggests that this architecture is guided by the principles of space-filling fractals 13, 22, 24, 25 . However, the large deviations observed between the joint distributions of the length scale factors and the theoretical curves determined by the space-filling conservation equation ( Figure 3a ) support the need for including missing constraints, variables, and assumptions (e.g. branching angles, multi-fractal scaling, etc.), or alternative mathematical frameworks [35] [36] [37] [38] .
To better understand the physiological and biological implications of these categorizations, Figure 3 : Classification based on features (the length scale factorsγ and ∆γ) that are related to costs of materials and construction for these networks as well as the extent to which they fill the space of the organisms that they are supplying with nutrients and resources. a-c, See caption for Figure 2 for description of subfigures.
we examine the influence of asymmetric branching on estimates of biological rates-specifically the metabolic scaling exponent θ that canonically relates metabolic rate B to body mass M as B = M θ . Previous studies spanning orders of magnitude in body mass have shown that θ converges on a value near 3/4, yet exhibits variation specific to mammals or plants [16] [17] [18] .
To probe this variation we use branching data to estimate metabolic scaling ( Figure 4 ) by directly accounting for network geometry and size 13, 22, 24 ,
where N is the total number of branching generations in the network and ν represents volumetric We find that asymmetric branching increases the predicted values of metabolic scaling exponents when compared to the symmetric-and regression-based methods (Figure 4a ). This is due to all networks exhibiting some length asymmetry, and more importantly suggests that previous studies have underestimated metabolic scaling exponents by not accounting for such variation 9, 39 .
To understand which different scale factors are primarily responsible for observed variation in the predicted metabolic scaling exponents we focus on the asymmetric version of Eq. 5.
Estimated metabolic scaling exponents are graphed for each individual organism in terms of the 
assuming small volume scaling (ν < 1), generationally large networks (N >> 1), and enforcing area-preserving and space-filling (Eqs. 3 and 4).
We observe a striking amount of grouping among the mammals and plants when graphing the metabolic scaling exponent θ versus the average radial and length scale factorsβ andγ ( Figure 4b ).
This indicates that the average scale factors (β, andγ) are the primary determinants of variation in the metabolic scaling exponent and thus organism function.
In contrast to previous theory and importantly for understanding how diverse branching architectures could lead to universal scaling exponents, we find near constancy of the metabolic scaling exponent despite large fluctuations in length scaling ( Figure 4c ). These shared exponents are likely driven by the little to no radial asymmetry observed in mammalian networks and suggests that variation in length asymmetry (∆γ) in vascular networks has little influence on whole organism metabolic function in the presence of symmetric radial branching (∆β = 0).
Figures 4b-c demonstrate marked deviation in the observed grouping (or lack thereof) between the empirically based estimates of Eq. 5 and the theoretical predictions of Eq. 6 for metabolic scaling. To explore this we calculate curvature between metabolic rate and mass in log-log space (Supplemental Information). When branching networks are strictly assumed to be very large, (N >> 1) and decreasing in volume across generations (ν < 1 (Eq. 6)), we predict zero curvature. When accounting for variation in network size and volume scaling (Eq. 5) we predict positive (concave up) curvature (Figure 4d ). These predictions are both in agreement with respiration-based studies of mammals 17 . Furthermore, we predict that curvature decreases to zero with increasing network size, or generation N in agreement with respiration-based studies of plants 18 . These results can be informative for future studies connecting branching patterns and vascular data to ontogenetic-and size-based shifts in organism function. Such shifts are observed in growth and reproduction curves for tumors 5 , plants 18 , mammals
40
, and fish
41
.
We now demonstrate the importance of choosing theoretically-informed feature spaces over raw data to classify vascular organisms relating form to function. Classification using only raw data (branch radii and lengths) results only in size-based categorization, an approach that can distinguish between a mouse lung and a Balsa tree, but is not easily applicable to medical diagnostics between healthy and diseased tissues of near-equal size. Once networks are normalized for size, distributions of the raw data are greatly overlapped 9, 11 (see Supplemental Information) and machine-learning methods applied to the raw data cannot distinguish the networks. Incorporating topological features-connectivity, loops, and branching angles-could enhance categorization methods because these features provide structural integrity and redundancy to damage in plant leaves and in capillaries 42, 43 . Furthermore, utilizing more robust applications of machinelearning methods and model complexity might help improve classification based on raw data but should improve classification using feature spaces based on theory as well. We thus conclude that our theoretically-informed feature spaces are objectively superior at categorizing branching networks. In addition, these theoretically-informed feature spaces facilitate much easier translation into known biological principles and constraints on biologic function related to blood flow and metabolic rate.
In Extended Data Table 1 we show that the scaling of branch radius-β and ∆β-are the strongest discriminants of vascular branching within and between mammal and plant networks.
This finding suggests that hydrodynamic constraints and resource flow are the dominant drivers of biological branching networks. We also find that scaling of branch length-γ and ∆γ-does little to differentiate vascular branching, possibly suggesting a broader architectural principle that is not specific to mammals or plants. Furthermore, we find variation in metabolic scaling exponents is primarily determined by variation in average scale factors (β andγ), symmetric radial branching, and relative network size.
These results inform our understanding of the evolutionary pressures that determine convergence in organismal form and function. Furthermore, they provide a proof-of-principle that a mechanistically-based automatic classification and detection scheme for vascular networks could be used for medical diagnostics (e.g., tumor growth and stroke recovery). Such application would serve as a new dimension in radiomics and the emerging personalized healthcare paradigm 8 , where
classification based on vascular branching is wholly absent. Of note is the universally enhanced ability of the radial scale factor feature space to differentiate between groups when compared to the symmetric scale factor feature space.
Extended Data Table 2 | Results of pairwise classification of plant and animal groups using scale factors that are related to both hydraulics and space-filling for the cases of asymmetric branching (γ, ∆γ) or the combined asymmetric feature space of (β, ∆β,γ, ∆γ). 
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A Classifier methods
To generate probability models using the support vector machine and logistic regression methods, approximately 75% of each combined plant and and combined mammal dataset was taken as the training sample and the remaining 25% used as the testing sample. This was done after randomization within respective datasets to minimize the chances of accidentally removing an entire individual or species. Then, using the radial scale factor feature space (β and ∆β) the two groups of mammals and plants were compared using three methods: a support vector machine (SVM) model and a logistic regression (LR) model, and a non-parametric kernel density estimator (KDE) method. The support vector machine method, a supervised machine learning algorithm for classification problems, plots data points in an n-dimensional space and draws a decision boundary by maximizing the margin between points from different classes. To generate a support vector machine model for our datasets, we used the SVC (support vector classification) function from the Python scikit-learn package. When running SVC, we used the polynomial kernel with a degree of 2.
The LR method generates probabilities of how likely certain data points are going to fall under a certain class, based on the logit function 1/(1 + e −x ). To produce a non-linear LR model for our two-dimensional datasets, we used the Python scikit-learn logistic regression function and added three nonlinearity columns, x 2 1 , x 2 2 , and x 1 ×x 2 . All pairwise combinations were run on this LR model and the probabilities were recorded. For both the SVM method and the LR method, a polynomial kernel was used. Through a series of tests between different kernels, including linear and radial basis function, the polynomial kernel yielded the highest accuracy score when classifying the testing data. The LR and SVM methods differ in their nonlinearities, where the LR method uses an added nonlinearity term and the SVM method uses a radial basis function kernel. The probabilities for the LR method are assigned using the logit function, and the probabilities assigned using the SVM method are based on the point distances from the decision boundary. For both of these methods, testing points are classified based on the value of their score. When using training data that is equally split between the two categories then points that receive scores of 0.5 or greater are classified as one group, and scores below 0.5 are classified as the other group.
The kernel density estimator (KDE) technique introduced by Duong et al. [1, 2] generates non-parametric, multi-dimensional probability distributions, P i (x), of vascular traits, x, for each testing group, i = A, B. These distributions are then compared against one another for their extent of uniqueness, or non-overlap, represented by the test statistic T = [P A (x)−P B (x)] 2 dx. This test can be thought of as a multi-dimensional generalization of the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, where significance of classification is conventionally communicated through p-values. We use the nominal threshold of p ≤ 0.05 as a threshold for significance when using the KDE method.
The KDE method can be applied both globally [1] and locally [2] . At the global level, the test statistic T is calculated as described above (and in more detail in [1] ), and converted to a p-value using standard tables. While p = 0.05 is used as the nominal threshold for significance, it should be noted that p values ranging orders of magnitude in size from p = 10 × 10 −2 to p = 10 × 10 −20 are observed, and thus interpreted as relative levels of significance. The local application of the KDE method is effectively an inversion of the calculation for the test statistic T . Here, one sets the desired threshold for significance, or the value of the test statistic T , then calculates which regions in the vascular trait-space, x correspond to the chosen test statistic.
B Feature space selection
Here we describe our methods for selecting the feature space. We tested each machine learning method on a variety of vascular trait feature spaces. Specifically, we tested the feature spaces of: raw diameter and length measurements; the symmetric WBE diameter and length scale factors, β and γ; and five combinations of the asymmetric scale factors. The five combinations of asymmetric scale factors were: the average scale factors β andγ; the difference scale factors ∆β and ∆γ; the radial scale factorsβ and ∆β; the length scale factors γ and ∆γ; and all four asymmetric scale factorsβ,γ, ∆β, and ∆γ. These results are presented in Table  S1 . We also conducted a principle components analysis (PCA) on the asymmetric scale factors to identify which combinations of scale factors explain the most variance in the datasets. Performing a PCA on all eight vascular variables is non-trivial due to the non-random presence of empty-cells in the dataset [3] .
It is an open question as to which combinations of the scale factors will work best as a feature space for discriminating vascular networks. If dynamics of blood flow dominate the formation and evolution of vascular architecture, the scale factors involving vessel radius would be expected to be most informative because vascular theory and empirical evidence show blood flow is most strongly determined by vessel radius. If the space-filling constraints and body plan of the organism primarily determine vascular architecture, the scale factors for vessel lengths should best discriminate. Moreover, average properties might be fixed across species and differences might reflect specific selective pressure, in which case the difference scale factors may be most effective at discriminating. Alternatively, if selective pressures are different enough, even the average or symmetric scale factors may exhibit explanatory differences in vascular networks. Finally, if length scale factors are more important, the fact that observed vessel lengths exhibit more asymmetry in vascular branching also suggests that difference scale factors may be more important. Conversely, if radius scale factors are more important, the high symmetry of observed vessel radii branching may mean that average scale factors are more important.
B.1 Raw radius and length measurements
Prior to transforming the radial and length measurements of our vascular datasets as motivated by scaling theory [4, 5, 6 ], we applied all three of the logistic regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), and kernel density estimator (KDE) methods on the raw, untransformed data. This was done in two ways, first on the data after all measurements were converted to meters (Figure S1 ), then again after performing a standardized transformation by translating each species-or group-level distribution to be centered about zero, and then normalizing by the respective standard deviations ( Figure S2 ).
Classifying vascular data based on metric size is both trivial and uninformative. Small networks (mouse lung) are clearly distinct from large networks (whole trees), and varying degrees of overlap will exist in the intermediate range of all other networks ( Figure S1 ). All three methods yield significant global classification scores, as demonstrated by the example scores of LR: 82%, SVM: 88%, and KDE: p ≈ 0 found in Table  S1 . One can certainly argue that classifying networks in this manner is possible, even though it is simply demonstrating that networks of differing size are distinguishable. However, this approach does not provide an obvious path toward understanding at a mechanistic level why certain patterns are observed beyond the simple size-based classification. Furthermore, when applying these methods for the purposes of disease detection one is oftentimes examining healthy and diseased tissues that are of similar size classes. Thus, the utility of size-based classification is rendered moot, and we must transform.
The most common transformation is to standardize the data such that the distribution means are centered about the origin and to normalize by the variance [7, 8] (Figure S2 ). While this approach has the benefit of removing the global size-based hierarchy between the networks, it fails to address the common pattern of Figure S1 : Graph of lengths versus diameters for all data analyzed, scaled logarithmically. Note the clear grouping present due to physical size differences between mammal and plant data. The cluster in the lower left corresponds to the mouse lung data, while the cluster in the upper right corresponds to the whole tree data of Balsa, Piñon, and Ponderosa. Some overlap occurs between the larger HHT vessels and the smaller plant branches.
local size-based hierarchy that is commonly found within networks [4, 5, 9] . Specifically, the abundance-size distribution of vessels in a vascular network is approximately exponential due to the fact that the vessels, on average, decrease in size at every bifurcation. Thus, classification becomes immediately obscured, as demonstrated by the noticeably decreased example scores of LR: 54%, SVM: 56%, and KDE: p ≈ 0.002 in Table S1 . The fact that the KDE method still yielded a significant score is a consequence of this method excelling at detecting multimodality between distributions. Yet, even though the KDE method does yield a significant score, we still have the original problem of how to interpret the results, only now it is further compounded after having performed the standardization transformation. It is possible to consider alternative transformations based on mechanical principles-flow-rates and pressures [10] -yet the problem of the hierarchy of sizes returns, only now with different physical units. As a consequence of these complications in analyzing raw data, we turn to classification based on scale factor variables as guided by the metabolic scaling theory literature.
B.2 Scale factor feature spaces
To investigate the scale factor feature spaces, all three machine learning methods were tested on different combinations of candidate feature spaces, and a principle component analysis (PCA) was conducted on the asymmetric scale factor feature space. Results from the application of different machine learning methods are presented in Table S1 and graphs from the PCA are presented in Figure S3 . Table S1 shows that the top Figure S2 : Graph of standardized lengths versus diameters for all data analyzed. Note the significant level of overlap that is occurring, thus obscuring the ability to classify networks. two combinations of features for classifying animal and plant vascular networks are the set of all asymmetric scale factors (β, ∆β,γ, ∆γ) and the radial scale factors (β, ∆β) . That the set of all asymmetric scale factors performs the best is not surprising as this is the most comprehensive set of data for the vascular networks considered. However, it does not help to identify which subset of variables are primarily responsible for classification over other variables. To do that, we focus our attention to the PCA results.
A common feature of vascular network data is the large variation observed in the the scaling of branch lengths [5, 4, 9] , often times exhibited over many orders of magnitude. In Figure S3 we see that the first principle component explains 48.4% of the variance in the data, and is composed primarily of the length scale factors (γ, ∆γ). Interestingly, the length scale factors are not powerful for classification purposes (see Table S1 and Figure 3 in the main text), even though they are responsible for much of the variance in the data. On the other hand, we find that correlations between the radial scale factors account for 26.8% and 18.8% of the variance through the second and third principle components. This result, in combination with the fact that the radial scale factors had the second best global classification scores, led to the selection of the radial average and difference scale factors as the final choice for the feature space.
C Normalizing results from classifier methods
While the three machine learning methods tested effectively perform the same task (e.g. classification of data), the manner in which this is done varies significantly, and thus requires careful consideration when trying to compare results. This difficulty is compounded by the inclusion of a variable classification sensitivity level. Here we describe the process used to standardize classification output from the three methods of Kernel The Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machine scores represent the ratio of correctly classified vessels/nodes for a given feature space, and are compared to a baseline of 0.52 (as determined by the starting ratio of mammal to plant data). The Kernel Density Estimation scores are p-values representing level of significance in differentiating mammal from plant networks, with p = 0.05 being defined as the nominal level of significance. * indicates the standardized radius and length distribution.
Density Estimation (KDE), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Logistic Regression (LR). Only one variable feature space was used for the comparison between methods, and that was the radial scale factor feature space (β, ∆β). This feature space was chosen as it performed best for classification across all methods (Table  S1 , as well as it having explain up to 55% of the variance in all of the asymmetric scale factor variables ( Figure S3 ). The testing groups used were that of mammal and plant. These were chosen to increase the performance of methods reliant on dataset size for training and testing. Finally, we present receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves that are used to perform the final comparison once standardization has been achieved.
C.1 Kernel density estimation
The non-parametric kernel density estimation procedure put forth by Duong et al. [1, 2] tests for uniqueness and overlap between two different probability distributions generated from empirical data. Probability distributions, P i (x, X) are defined on a discretized feature space, where x represents the discretized coordinates in the feature space, X represents actual empirically measured values, and i = A or B represents our known classifier. When performing the local significant difference test, one must first set the p-value that denotes "significance". Conventionally this value is set at either p = 0.01 (as done for the analysis presented in the main text) or p = 0.05. The KDE method then identifies regions of the feature space where the squared-difference between the probabilities, P i (x, X), is less than the selected significance level. Finally, by examining which probability, P i (x, X), is greatest within each region, one can identify which classifier is driving differentiation. Thus, one can measure the performance of the KDE method at a given significance level by counting the number of correctly and incorrectly classified points with respect to each region ( Figure  S4 ). By varying the p-value one can vary the relative size of the classified regions of the test to examine the efficacy of classification ( Figure S4 ). For the KDE method, the p-value was varied by integer orders of magnitude from 10 −12 to 10 4 to ensure that the limiting scenarios of zero points classified and all points classified were contained. Then, for each sensitivity level, correctly and incorrectly classified points were tallied for further analysis and comparison. 
C.2 Logistic regression and support vector machine
The logistic regression (LR) and support vector machine (SVM) methods represent two approaches at using supervised machine learning methods for classification [7, 11] . These methods differ from the KDE approach by using a training set of data to partition the feature space into two separable regions (separated by the decision boundary). Then, points from a testing set of data are assigned a classification score based on their positions in the feature space with respect to the decision boundary. In Figure S4e -h are graphs of results from the LR method, and in Figure S4i -l are graphs of results from the SVM method. In these examples, the decision boundary corresponds to a probability score of 0.5, and any testing point with a score between 0 and 0.5 is classified as a plant, while a score between 0.5 and 1 is classified as a mammal.
To compare to the output of the KDE approach, an analogue of significance to the KDE approach must be defined for the LR and SVM approaches. In the context of the LR and SVM approaches this was done by defining significance as the distance a probability score is from 0.5. Regions of equal significance were determined by binning along the probability score axis. Thus, points with probability scores in the ranges of Figure S4 are graphs of results from the LR and SVM methods showing the successive binning approach. Finally, for each binned region corresponding to varying levels of significance, correctly and incorrectly classified points were identified for comparison. Figure S4 : Data classification versus significance thresholds for KDE (top row), LR (middle row), and SVM (bottom row) methods. Significance thresholds vary from high (left column), to medium (middle column), to low (right column). Horizontal axes all correspond to the radial difference scale factor (∆β), while vertical axes all correspond to the radial average scale factor (β).
C.3 ROC comparison of methods
To finally compare the three methods of kernel density estimation (KDE), logistic regression (LR), and support vector machine (SVM), we graphed receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the results of the methods as sensitivities were varied [7, 11] . ROC curves are graphs of a methods true positive rate (TPR) versus its false positive rate (FPR). In calculating the TPR and FPR, one must first choose which category will represent a true positive. Should one choose the plant group for this role, then the TPR and FPR can be calculated as,
where N plant± corresponds to the number of data points correctly (or incorrectly) classified as plant as denoted by the + sign (− sign), and N mammal± corresponds to the number of data points correctly (or incorrectly) classified as mammal. A TPR and an FPR is then calculated for each level of significance (defined by a p-value for the KDE approach, or a probability bin for the LR or SVM approaches). Finally, the ROC curve can be graphed, as presented in Figure S5a for the case of identifying true positives as plants. Conventionally, when comparing classification schemes using an ROC curve, the best method is identified as whichever method sits most in the upper-left corner of the graph, as this represents a maximal true positive rate and a minimal false positive rate. However, a seemingly peculiar feature is present in Figure  S5a . The points corresponding to the highest significance levels (smallest diameter points) for the LR and SVM methods begin at the lower left corner of the graph. This is to be expected since the fewest classifications have been made for such strict values of significance, and thus the TPR and FPR are naturally low. Typically, as significance is decreased, or as more classifications occur, the TPR and FPR begin to both increase (although one hopes that the TPR increases at a rate greater than that of the FPR). However, the points corresponding to the highest significance of the KDE method are in the upper right corner. This is a result of having chosen plants as representing true positives, and combined with the fact that the KDE method does not classify any mammal data points at its starting significance values, but only plant data points. As can be seen by the structure of Eq. 1, if N mammal± ≈ 0, then both the TPR and FPR are going to be very near to 1.
This effect can be validated by redefining true positives as mammals. In this case, Eq. 1 takes the form of,
and we can expect to have "corrected" the presentation of the KDE ROC curve, as presented in Figure  S5b . However, we can see that not only as the KDE ROC curve been inverted about the y = −x axis, but so too have the LR and SVM ROC curves. This latter effect suggests that the LR and SVM methods do not classify any plant data points at their starting significance values, but only mammal points. As before, we can verify this effect by examining the structure of Eq. 2, and seeing that if N plant± ≈ 0, then both the TPR and FPR are going to be very near to 1. What we learn from these tradeoffs is that the KDE method is better suited for classifying the plant networks, where as the LR and SVM methods are best for classifying the mammal networks. This result is due to the fact that the KDE method performs well at discerning internal distribution structure, whereas the LR and SVM methods are designed to slice the feature space in two, thus being driven more by outlier location in this instance.
To standardize the ROC curves for the different methods of KDE, LR, and SVM, we can use Eq. 1 for the LR and SVM methods, and Eq. 2 for the KDE method, resulting in Figure S5c . Here we can observe that overall the KDE method outperforms the LR and SVM methods as indicated by the multiple values located near TPR ≈ 0.85 and FPR ≈ 0.15.
C.4 Data grouping
Once selection of the classifier was made, the subgroups of datasets were prepared for higher resolution classification. Using the KDE method, Individual HHT and ponderosas were found indistinguishable, as were species within the GS Tips and AS Tips groups, hence their final merging into larger datasets (see Extended  Data Tables 4-6 . We obtained 8 different major species/groups: HHT, mouse lung, Balsa, Piñon, Ponderosa, GS Tips, AS Tips, and Roots, each with 6 recorded variables:β,γ, ∆β, ∆γ, and the merging of β 1 and β 2 into a single distribution as well as for γ 1 and γ 2 . Specific groupings of the scale factor variables used were: (β 1 , β 2 ; γ 1 , γ 2 ) as a two-dimensional distribution representative of the symmetric formalism; (β,γ, ∆β, ∆γ) as a four-dimensional distribution representative of the asymmetric formalism; (β,γ) as a two-dimensional distribution for average scaling; (∆β, ∆γ) as a two-dimensional distribution for difference scaling; (β, ∆β) as a two-dimensional distribution for radial scaling; and (γ, ∆γ) as a two-dimensional distribution for length scaling. For the full list of comparison results using the KDE method, see Extended Data Tables 1-3 .
D Derivation of exact metabolic scaling exponent formula
Here we present a derivation of the metabolic scaling exponent under the general assumptions of the West, Brown, Enquist model for vascular branching [12, 13, 6] . This approach deviates from conventional derivations in that zero approximations will be made regarding network size or the particulars of volume scaling outside of the bounds of self-similarity. Some discussion will be presented at the end regarding how network geometry can be included in terms of symmetric or asymmetric branching.
The typical starting point for modeling metabolic scaling is Kleiber's Law [14] , the empirically motivated, power-law relationship between organismal basal metabolic rate and mass, expressed as,
Here B represents the measured metabolic rate, M the mass, θ the metabolic scaling exponent observed to cluster around 3/4 [14, 15] , and B 0 and M 0 normalization constants. Treating metabolic rate as the combined sum of metabolism of every terminal branch in an organism, we can substitute B = B TIP N TIPS , where B TIP represents total metabolism per terminal branch and N TIPS the total number of metabolizing terminal branches. Doing so results in,
Next, mass is substituted with total volume. The validity of this substitution is the result of having optimized the geometrical scaling of a hierarchically branching vascular network against the dual demands of hydrodynamic resistance to fluid flow and fractal space-filling [12, 13, 6] . Performing the substitution gives us,
where we have cancelled out B TIP with B 0 . At this point it is important to pause and recognize Eq. 5 as a method by which one can estimate the metabolic scaling exponent in a vascular organism free from explicitly imposing assumptions regarding network geometry via symmetric or asymmetric branching. One powerful aspect of Eq. 5 is that it can be applied recursively on any individual vascular branching network. Specifically, for every branch (or vessel) in a network, the total number of distal terminal branches can be represented by N TIPS , and the total volume of all distal branches are represented by V TOT . Thus, a standard major axis regression analysis can be performed to determine the value of θ that corresponds to an individual organism as per this model. An example of such an analysis being performed on the mouse lung data set is presented in Figure S6 .
It is at this point that we must specify in greater detail the functional form of the total volume of the vascular network, V TOT . Assuming that we are working with a strictly self-similar, hierarchically branching, pipe-like model, then the total volume of the network can be expressed as
where j and N represent the j th and N th generations of the network, V N,TOT is the total volume of the terminal (N th ) generation, and ν represents the ratio of total volume from sibling branches to their respective parent branch. For example, in a bifurcating symmetric network, ν = 2(πr
2 γ. Recognizing Eq. 6 as a geometric series, we can write it's exact form as,
which is valid for all values of ν except for ν ≈ 1. It is not uncommon to find individual organisms with ν ≈ 1. This scenario is problematic if using the above formula due to its asymptotic nature. However, this problem can be remedied by using L'Hôpital's rule, producing the piecewise result, Figure S6 : Sample regression analysis of distal terminal tips to distal vessel volume on mouse lung data using Standard Major Axis (SMA) regression. The fit line corresponding to the reported value of θ is represented in red.
Upon substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 5, we arrive at the following exact, piecewise function for the metabolic scaling exponent,
where we set V N,TOT = N TIPS V TIP , V 0 was cancelled out with V TIP , and we have restricted ourselves to considering strictly bifurcating networks such that N TIPS = 2 N . One benefit of Eq. 9 is that we can easily examine the functional relationship between metabolic rate and the scaling of volume in a general sense, as presented in Figure S7 . Examining the influence of symmetric or asymmetric branching can then be done separately.
Several important features are present in Figure S7 . Most notably is the effect that network size, N , has on varying the sensitivity of the metabolic scaling exponent to the value of the volume scale factor, ν. For all values of network size, the metabolic scaling exponent is bounded between zero and one. For the case of large networks (N = 100 in Figure S7 ), the metabolic scaling exponent nearly reaches the asymptotic Figure S7 : Exact formula for metabolic scaling exponent versus volume scaling and network size. In red are presented different exact metabolic scaling exponent curves corresponding to different values of total network generations N . In blue is the curve for the large network size (large N ) and sub-linear volume scaling (ν < 1) approximation. The black circle represents the particular scenario of 3/4 metabolic scaling corresponding to the symmetric WBE predicted value for ν = nβ 2 γ = 1/2 1/3 . value of θ = 1 when ν = 1, where as for smaller size networks (lesser values of N ), the rate of increase in θ is markedly less. This result lends support to the argument that the approximate form of Eq. 9, namely θ ≈ ln(2)/(ln(2) − ln(2β 2 γ)) for a symmetrically branching network, holds in the limit that N >> 1 and ν < 1. This approximate form of θ is presented in Figure S7 by the solid, blue line.
A second important result present in Figure S7 is the fact that all network sizes can take on the empirically observed value of θ = 3/4 as long as ν is large enough. This result supports previous arguments regarding transitions in blood flow related to shifts in the scaling of radii. In these circumstances, the radial scaling transitions from cross-sectional area-preserving (β 2 = 1/2 for a symmetrically bifurcating network) to areaincreasing (β 3 = 1/2). Due to the conservation fluid flow-rates across branching junctions, this latter scaling acts to slow the flow of blood. However, a simultaneous result of changing the scaling of radii in such a way is to increase the volume scale factor, assuming that there is no change in the scaling of lengths. Thus, this predicted trade-off between decreasing network size and increasing volume scaling would appear consistent with the biological demands associated with the cardiovascular system in mammals. As for plants, ontogenetic shifts in metabolic scaling (as measured through total respiration) have been reported between sapling and mature trees and shrubs, yet not in the context of the measurement of vascular branching traits [16] . Thus, it would be interesting to see if future studies corroborate trade-offs between metabolic scaling exponents, vascular branching traits, and network size.
In using Eq. 9, one must specify (and thereby either measure or estimate) the total number of branching generations in a vascular network. Unfortunately this is not a particularly straightforward task. With the conventional WBE generational labeling scheme, the generation index is advanced once a branching occurs for all branches within the previous generation. For highly asymmetric networks this can result in having branches of wildly differing size be members of the same generation. Alternative labelling schemes have been proposed outside the context of the WBE framework, specifically that of Horton-Strahler [17, 18] . While capable of handling moderate levels of asymmetry, one can show that the Horton-Strahler labelling scheme is insufficient at handling networks resembling the fishbone branching pattern. For the purposes of this work, we adopt an approach based on the asymptotically symmetric expectation that for a network with N generations, there should be approximately 2 N terminal branches. Thus, from a count of the number of terminal branches, N TIPS , one can estimate the number of generations as N = ln(N TIPS )/ ln (2) .
Lastly, in the main texts standard errors are reported for calculated values of the metabolic scaling exponent in Figure 4a . These errors were determined from standard methods, namely σ 
E Derivation of curvature in metabolic rate versus mass
Here we present a derivation of the curvature in the metabolic rate, B, of an organism in terms versus its mass, in log-log space. Beginning again with Kleiber's Law after having linearized the equation, we have, ln(B) = ln(B 0 ) + θ ln M M 0
As we are interested in examining the mass related curvature in metabolic rate, we must evaluate ∂ 2 ln(B)/∂(ln(M )) 2 . Since θ is effectively a mass-dependent quantity through its dependence on network size via total generation number N , we need to find an appropriate substitute for mass. Assuming that the total mass of a vascular organism can be expressed asymptotically as the sum total of all cells serviced by the vascular architecture, then M ≈ M TIP 2 N . Thus, we can build a derivative operator as,
Using this operator, curvature in metabolic rate can be expressed as follows,
where we have maintained the explicit notation for mass, M , on the left hand side as a reminder of what the quantity on the right represents. Now the problem is reduced to calculating derivatives of the metabolic scaling exponent θ with respect to total number of generations N . An important and immediate consequence of Eq. 12 is that the approximate (ν < 1) and asymptotic (N >> 1) version of Eq. 9, θ ≈ ln(2)/ [ln(2) − ln(ν)], results in zero curvature due to its invariance in relative network size. This prediction is consistent with alternative parameterizations of curvature in metabolic scaling [19] , and could inform observed deviations from previous theoretical predictions of metabolic scaling exponents as discussed in the main text.
Focusing on the version of Eq. 9 for ν = 1, we find that the curvature in B can be expressed finally in the relatively compact form of, 
where x = ln (V TOT /V TIP ). Graphs of Eq. 13 are presented in the main text, where we find that curvature is predicted to always be positive, consistent with previous studies based on mammalian respiration [19] , but inconsistent with studies based on plant respiration [16] . Noting the form of x, we can identify that x ∝ N , thus curvature is proportional to 1/N and decreases with an increasing number of generations. This network size-based suppression of curvature has been reported in relation to plant respiration [16] .
These results demonstrate a current knowledge gap within the field of metabolic scaling, and motivate the simultaneously conducting respiration-based measurements of metabolic rates and vascular imaging to better synchronize prediction with observation.
